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SUMMARY

The need for secure depositories for radioactive waste has
led to the construction of several Underground Research
Laboratories (URLs) at hard rock sites. Geological and
geophysical investigations at URLs and other investigations at
depth in hard rock are advancing our understanding of the
detailed internal structure of in situ igneous and metamorphic
rocks with low porosity and low permeability. Oil reserves are
becoming depleted and the long-term continuation of the oil
industry depends on developing enhanced oil production
(EOR), which ultimately depends on gaining a better
understanding of the internal structure of reservoir rocks. The
knowledge obtained from URLs in sedimentary reservoirs
would be invaluable. The difficulty is that (most) sedimentary
rocks at depth are difficult to access directly in situ as they are
hot, toxic, under high pressure, saturated with fluids, and weak.
This combination makes construction of shafts and galleries in
undisturbed saturated reservoir rocks particularly difficult.

Many oil companies and other institutions operate Borehole
Test Facilities (BTFs) which are often used for tests of
techniques and equipment rather than investigating reservoir
rock. This note contrasts information from URLs and BTFs.
The major difference is that BTF operations necessitate
borehole-mounted instrumentation. This is expensive to
design, requires advanced technology, and is inflexible in
operation. Ease of access allows experiments in URLs to use
much higher frequencies (kilo Hertz instead of hundreds of
Hertz), smaller scale experiments (tens of metres instead of
hundreds of metres), and greater flexibility in experimental
design and operation.

How can we achieve with BTFs the results of URLs? We
do not have an answer, but suggest that there should, at least,
be a combined effort by the hydrocarbon industry with much
more investment to develop appropriate techniques to
investigate advanced BTF sites in producing hydrocarbon
reservo i rs .

INTRODUCTION

The need for secure radioactive waste disposal has led
several countries to build Underground Research Laboratories
(URLs) at hard rock sites. Examples are Stripa and Aspö in
Sweden, Grimsel in Switzerland, and the Mine-by site in
Manitoba, Canada. These URL locations are chosen to have
low-permeability and low-porosity and, in optimum situations,
consist of excavated shafts and galleries allowing
comparatively easy access to a largely undisturbed rockmass,
Currently used only for test purposes, geological and
geophysical investigations at such URLs, and other
investigations at depth, have been critical in advancing our
understanding of the nature of the fractures/ cracks/
microcracks and stress that contribute to the detailed internal
structure of in situ igneous and metamorphic rocks. Such
URLs allow detailed small-scale seismic experiments at
frequencies of several kilo-Hertz that would be, at this stage of
technological development, difficult to mount remotely at the
bottom of km-long boreholes.

In contrast to igneous and metamorphic rocks, in situ
sedimentary reservoir rocks are saturated with fluids, have
high porosity and high permeability, and are weak. In addition,
sedimentary rocks at depth are frequently hot, toxic, and under
high pressure.These complications make deep excavation and

easy access particularly expensive and difficult. However,
there are two types of facilities in sedimentary rocks that may
be compared to the URLs in hard rock: Borehole test facilities
(BTFs) operated by oil companies, universities, and
government laboratories, where experiments are borehole-
mounted; and in-seam profiling in coal mines. In-seam
profiling is confined at present to monitoring channel waves in
coal seams and, although channel waves may have applications
to reservoir geophysics (Lou and Crampin, 1992) and are
certainly an important source of information, they will not be
discussed further here. Note also that several BTFs have also
been established in hard rock sites, often associated with hot-
dry-rock geothermal investigations as at Cambome, Cornwall,
and Fenton Hill, Los Alamos, New Mexico, where
temperatures and fluids make URLs inappropriate. These are
subject to many of the limitations associated with BTFs in
sedimentary sequences.

There are major differences between experiments in
galleries or shafts and in boreholes. Easy access via shafts or
galleries makes it possible to mount comparative cheap and
simple experiments (witness the excellent shear waves
generated in the Mine-by experiment in Figure 3, below).
Borehole-mounted experiments depend on advanced
technology, which is more expensive to design and inflexible
in use because of difficulties in controlling, manipulating, and
accessing km-length boreholes Readily available oil
reserves are becoming depleted and exploration efforts to
replace these reserves are at an all time low. The long-term
continuation of the oil industry must depend on enhanced oil
recovery (EOR): extracting more than the 30% or so currently
produced from existing reservoirs. EOR depends ultimately on
having a better understanding of the details of the internal
structure of reservoir rock. The development of detailed
(raypaths of tens of metres) high-frequency (several kHz)
seismic investigations are essential to advancing hydrocarbon
production technology. As with URLs in hard rock, significant
progress in understanding geological and fluid-flow aspects of
fracture and stress systems in sedimentary rock requires that we
must try to emulate URL-types facilities with BTFs in
sedimentary basins.

BOREHOLE TEST FACILITIES

Many oil companies and other institutions have BTF sites.
While efforts to characterize the geology and flow properties of
the rockmass have been undertaken at the MIT Michigan site,
the BP/University of Oklahoma Gypsy site, and at the DOE
MWX Rifle Colorado site, many, perhaps most, of these BTF
sites appear to be primarily used for testing field techniques
and procedures, and testing borehole instrumentation, rather
than for investigating the behaviour of reservoir rocks
themselves. Consequently, they are not usually located in
producing fields, so that the mechanisms of hydrocarbon
production from reservoir rocks cannot be investigated.

Many of the BTF sites are also too shallow. Typical stress
relationships at depth in the crust are      which
holds at depths where the vertical stress  exceeds the
minimum horizontal stress  and is the maximum
horizontal stress. This stress-field orients small-scale fluid-
filled fissures perpendicular to the minimum compressional
stress, and the relationship at depth results in, typically, parallel
vertical cracks perpedicular to  However, this consistent
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Figure 1. Equal-area rose diagrams showing polarizations at
the Conoco Borehole Test Facility: (a) observed polarizations
of shear waves in the reverse VSP in the uppermost 40m; (b)
normalized cumulative fracture length for fractures induced in
shallow cores (after Queen and Rizer, 1990), and; (c)
theoretical polarizations of shear waves through a system of bi-
planar vertical cracks modelling the reverse VSP.

stress orientation only occurs at depths where the vertical stress
exceeds the minimum horizontal stress, which may be quite
shallow, 400m in Cornwall (Crampin, 1990). The orientation
of these principal axes of stress may vary with depth in a
manner that is difficult to predict where, for example, strong
rocks shield interleaved weak rocks from the regional stress-
fields so that local stress-fields prevail.

There are, of course, a great many vertical seismic profiles
(VSPs) in reservoirs. These go some way towards the detailed
examination of reservoir rocks, but active seismic and other
investigations in producing fields are costly and discouraged.
In addition, shear-wave sources are seldom used, and near-
surface attenuation limits VSP frequencies to a few tens of
Hertz with wavelengths of many tens of metres. Such
investigations are usually for specific often engineering
purposes, and the detailed investigations before, during, and
after particular production episodes required to increase our
understanding of the
knowledge been made.

processesinvolved of have not to our

Investigations at the Conoco Borehole Test Facility (CBTF)
in Kay County, Oklahoma, have proven instructive. Queen and
Rizer (1991) develop a coherent picture of structure throughout
a 900m-well by correlating shear-wave polarizations in VSPs
with the dominant direction of fracturing determined from
surface mapping and core and log analysis. The polarizations
also correlate with the dominant direction of microfracturing
inferred from point load tests on surface and subsurface cores.
These polarizations have been further correlated, Figure 1
(after Liu et al., 1993), with the polarizations of shear waves in
observed and modelled reverse VSPs in the uppermost 40m of
the CBTF site. The RVSP seismograms in Figure 2 display
pronounced azimuthal velocity and attenuation anisotropy that
can be modelled with synthetic seismograms through a bi-
planar system of vertical cracks. [The disturbances in the
middle range of the XX and XY sections in Figure 2 are P-
wave reverberations between large parallel fractures.] Liu et
al. (1991) also observe and model channel waves tied to strong
discontinuities in these shallow structures. We suggest these
analyses are interesting and informative, but the 
wavelengths of the  are nearly half the length of
the raypaths for these shallow experiments and are sensitive
only to average properties. The detailed characterization of the
in situ rock on the scale of a meter or less requires frequencies
at least an order of magnitude greater than the few hundred
Hertz (usually less)currently used in most seismic exploration-
type investigations.To have an impact on EOR operations,
geophysical methods must provide the engineer with
information at much finer scales. Clearly,. substantially higher
frequencies must be recorded in small-scale experiments to
specify the detailed structure of reservoir rock.

Figure 2. Four-component seismograms (two horizontal
components of source and receiver) for the reverse VSP at
CBTF from a shear-wave source at 23m recorded by a 7m-
radius arc of receivers aty the surface from  (top) to
N160°E (bottom) showing azimuthal velocity and attenuation
anisotropy: (a) observations; and (b) synthetic seismograms
through a system of bi-planar vertical cracks (after Liu et al.,
1993).

URLs IN HARD ROCK SITES

We contrast the investigations in one of the more
comprehensive borehole test sites, CBTF, with experiments in
the Mine-by experiment of the Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
in Manitoba. A 3m-diameter tunnel was drilled at 420m-depth
into a 40m x 40m x 40m volume of homogeneous granite
monitored by an array of accelerometers installed in boreholes
from side galleries outside the monitored volume (Talebi and
Young, 1990). A controlled shear-wave source experiment
with four differently oriented  shear-wave signals

 wavelength) generated on the walls of the outer
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galleries was repeated after excavation sequences as the face
was advanced in 0.5m to lm steps, and recorded by the
accelerometer array. The four different orientations of shear
waves along almost identical raypaths gave compatible
polarizations (with polarity reversals appropriate to the source
orientations) and the same time delays for raypaths in
undisturbed rock. For raypaths through rocks suffering
excavation damage, the four signals from each source location
did not yield compatible shear-wave polarizations and time
delays (Holmes et al., 1993). Figure 3 shows four compatible
split shear-waves recorded over a 25m-raypath.This
compatible/ incompatible criterion appears to be a sensitive
indicator of excavation damage.

Excluding the raypaths imaging excavation damage around
the Mine-by tunnel yields an almost complete 360° azimuth by
180° angle of incidence coverage of the rock volume with
controlled shear-wave sources. Figure 4 shows the shear-wave
polarizations superimposed on the theoretical polarizations of
shear-waves propagating through a uniform distribution of
parallel microcracks with aspect ratios 1/20 and crack normals
oriented at 20° from the vertical dipping to the SE. The crack
normals are parallel to the measured direction of minimum
stress and the distribution of cracks gives a porosity close to the
measured value. The 80cm wavelengths are still too long to be
sensitive to the microcrack dimensions. Independent analyses
of the natural fractures in the granite are not yet complete but
are expected to yield dimensions less than, probably much less
than, lcm.

D I S C U S S I O N

Once the shafts and galleries had been excavated, the high-
frequency small scale experiments around the Mine-by tunnel
allow great precision: surveying accuracies give locations and
raypath distances probably much better than 10cm; high-
frequency (4kHz) repeatable source shear-wave signals at
known orientations; small scale experiments (tens of metres);
comprehensive coverage of all directions through the rock; and
approximately straight raypaths. It is interesting to contrast the
4kHz-signals in Figure 3 with the 200Hz-signals in Figure 2
from a similar sized experiment in a BTF. We suggest that
such investigations in URL-type facilities are highly desireable
for an understanding the detailed structure of reservoir rocks.
How can such URL-type facilities be obtained in reservoir
rocks? Excavating shafts and galleries in saturated reservoirs is
likely to be difficult, particularly as it is desirable to disturbed
the in situ fluid conditions as little as possible.

One compromise solution might be to mount investigations
from existing mines, if coal mines or salt mines could be found
sufficiently close to suitable reservoir-type domains. However,
this is an unlikely situation and realistically it does seem that
suitable experiments will need to be borehole-mounted in BTFs
in reservoir rocks.

There are two requirements to obtain appropriate URL-type
i n f o r m a t i o n  f r o m  B T F s :
1) Substantial resources need to be put into developing
suitable borehole instrumentation, particularly strings of high-
frequency high-temperature three-component recorders, and
sources capable of exciting exactly-specified kilo-Hertz signals
(over comparatively short distances).
2) Such BTF sites need to be in reservoirs that can be
monitored before, during, and after various production
processes including EOR have passed through the site. That
implies that several wells in a reservoir would need to be
isolated for geophysical investigations. An expensive but not
impossible request.

These two requirements almost certainly mean that any
investigations would be so expensive that they would need to
be funded by an industry wide consortium. This note suggests
this is an urgent requirement.
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Figure 3. Comparison of shear-wave splitting from four shear-
wave source orientations along a 25m raypath in the Mine-by
experiment. [The source is a short nylon rod placed in turn in
four drill holes at 45° to a gallery wall and pulsed with a
Schmidt hammer.] The seismograms have been rotated into
radial (R), transverse sagittal (TS), and transverse horizontal
(TH) orientations. The polarization diagrams show motion in
the transverse plane orthogonal to the radial direction. Large
arrows mark faster and small arrows mark slower split shear-
waves (after Holmes et al., 1993).

Figure 4. Heavy bars are observed shear-wave polarization
directions in the Mine-by experiment plotted in Plate 
equal-area cylindrical projections in the (horizontal) radial
transverse (RT) and the vertical transverse (VT) planes.
Superimposed are theoretical polarizations for shear-waves
through a uniform distribution of parallel microcracks (crack
density  = 0.02 and aspect ratio  = width/length = 0.05) crack
normal 20° from the vertical in a SE direction (after Holmes et
al., 1993).
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